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On t e suppositions of the Special Theory of
Relativity, some re ision is necessary. e shall consider
how it affects 1) le gths of standard units, 2) lengths of
measurable objects, ) measurements, and 4) sizes.

First, a length results from fitting a size
into a geometrical co struction. On the Special Theory of
Relativity, the relay nt geometry is that of Minkowski space.
The following characte istics of the lengths of standard units
follow from the proper les of this space or, what comes to the
same thing, from the L entz-Einstein transformation.

1. In all i ertaii inertial frames of reference
a standard rod determine a four-dimensional interval of magnitude,
unity. Similarly, in al iftertai1 inertial frames of refe:rence
a standard clock determi 6s a four-dimensional interval of
magnitude, ic, where i is the sure root of minus one, and c
is the velocity of 1177,	 n vacuo.

2. A reference frame will be said to be normal to
a standard rod, when the r d in the frame determines an interval
with spatial component of i mitude, unity, and with temporal
component of magnitude, ner

Similarly, a reference frame will be said to be
normal to a standard clock, when the clock in the frame determines
an interval with a spatial c mponert of marmitude, zero, and a
temporal component of magnit de, unity.

3.	 Reference fram s that are not normal to standard
rods or standard clocks are i relative motion to normal reference
frames.

Inversely, in r fe,ence frames in relative motion
to normal frames, standard rod determine the same invariant
Interval but now possess snntia components, H, and temporal
pentaysomponnt components, - Hu/ 2 or Hu/c20 according to the
direction of the relative motio

Similarly, in re rence frames in relative motion
to normal frames, standard clock determine the same invariant
Interval, which, however, now po sesses a spatial component,
- Hu or Hu, and a temporal component, H.

Secondly, there a4 to be determined the characteristics
of the lengths of other measurabl objects. Clearly, these lengths
will have the same propeities as t e lengths of standard units.
For both sets of lengths are subje t to the same transformation
e_uations.

Accordingly, for eve y measurable spatial object
there is a group of normal referenc frames, relatively at rest,
and in them the object determines an interval with spatial
component, A, and with temporal comp nent, zero. In other reference
frames in relative motion, the same object will determine an
interval of the same magnitude but wi h snatial component, All,
and with temporal component, - AHu/c2 or ABU/c2, according
to the direction of the a relative mot on.

Similarly, for every me surable temporal object,
there is a pn,oup of normal reference f (Imes, relatively at rest,
and in them theobject determines an interval with spatial
comnonent, zero, and with temporal como ent, B. In other
inertial frames in relative motion, the ame object will determine
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measuring./

the same iryariant interval, namely icB, but with a spatial
component, HMI or BHul and with 3 temporal component, BH.

In the third place, measurements are to be con,
hey offer two distinct aseects.
For, in so far as measurements are numbers to
into equations or to be derived from by solving
are identical with lengths. This follows from
e coordinate system which, in the present case,
ensured lengths. Accordingly, all that has
engths may now be repeated about measurements.
e will determine an invariant interval, A,

- AHR/02], and a temporal magnitude will
nnt interval, icB, with comieonents, [BH, - BHu].
frames, H becomes unity, and u becomes zero,
ts are [A, 0 ] and [0, B] respectively.
ations to the left, the sian of u changes.
r, there is a further aspect to masurements.
d into equations hnve to be derived from
derived ix from equations have to be

there arises the question wheter
fies the concrete opera,ion ofitesallaki4s4146.
al answer voild seem to be that it does
ins the number that stands to unity
stands to a standard unit. However,
that general answer it will be well
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istingu_sh two values
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taal process of measuring
ntained in the elementary
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it to he conclusion

operation of measuring
under Newtonian
ither eliminate or
or's, would be valid.

Ordinarily, sL
same manner in selecting the
the standard unit and in selec
measurable object. It will fol
ordii.arily occur with the stand
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Still, this is not
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that, while Special Relativity demands a
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assumptions, still it adds new rules that
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\	 In the fourth place, there are the sizes of
sratial\FIA of temporal marnitudes. Do rods contract or expand?
Do clocks, run slow or fast?A Our answer mill be nea,ativel and
our reasons run as follows.

\	
First, it is difficult to suppose that rods and

clocks sho ld undergo such variation without a proportionate
variation ocurring in the objects that they measure; and if
the proporti nate variation occurs, then no explanation is
provided for the relativity of lengths to reference frames.

&s.eltsiOrlifyertmataTtlAols.Alvrt.6-14gAvvifte%-ktleq-Cre
Secondly, even if rods rind clocks varied while

other sizes do not vary, the required explanation would not
be forthcoming. For rods and clocks and other sizes determine
intervals that •re invariant for all inertial reference frames.
Moreover, these Intervals exhibit temporal components for rods
and other saatiai magnitudes; and they exhibit te s-atial
components for clocks and other temporal maanitudes. How does
a contracuing rod generate a temporal component? How does a
decelerated clock enaraue a spatial component?

Thi sly, the evidence for contracting rods and
decelerated clocks ies in the elementary paradox. Now we have
no doubt uhat, on uh: suprositions of Social Relativity, it
would be possible to each such measurements as A/H, AH/11 B/H,
B11/1, which are the 1 ngthened and shortened rods and the fascer
and slower clocks. B t the obvious explanation lies, not In any
variation of the si7es of rods or clocks, but in the relativity
of lengths and in the u4e of a standard unit in one reference
frame to measure an obj:ct in another, sinnaficantly different
frame.

Fourthly, thee is no aspect of the Special
Theory of Relativity that is not accounted for by distinguishing
between size and length, 'acre length is constructed in accord
with the geometry of Minha ski space. There follow innediLstely
both the invariant inuerval= and the relativity of sntial and
uemporal components to role ence frames. Moreover, this
construction of length loTsur presupnoses, not a variation in
size, but a relativity of s ultaneity. It wasirma. from
a relative solution to the problem of synchronization that
Special Relativity was evolve.. and whcnever such a solution
is adopted, Special Relativity will follow even thourrh no
variatian in size is admitted.

This point is wor h illustrating. Suppose
two planes flying in the same di =ction with the same constant
velocity, so that the distance be ween them is constant.
Let that distance be regarded as t e standard unit, and suprose
two observers, K and KI, that deter me  simultaneity differently.
Now consider the instant at which th: first plane is at a point, P.
2 Let us say that for K the second p ne at the same instant
is at some point, R. Then for IC', si ce he determines simultaneity
differently, the second plane must be t some nearer or further
po_nt S at the instant when the first plane is at P. fik

$
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Accordingly, though there is only one size, though this size is
constant, tho eh both observers agree that there is only one size
and that it i constant, none the less in virtue of different
determinati ns of simultaneity there are two lengths, PR and PS,
and they are un qual with an inequality in soma proportion to
the relative velOities of the planes and the divergence between
the two determin,tions of simultaneity.

Wh le this illustration is, I believe, to the
point, still it is only an illustration. One cannot take a
relativity of simu taneity as postulate and from it deduce the
Special Theory of R lativity. On the contrary, a relativity of
simultaoeity merely iets a problem; confronted with that problem,
one adverts to the i variance of rinciples and laws; and it is
by postulating the in ariance of principles and lays under
inertial transforratiols that one reaches the basic premise
from which Special Relii ivity follows.

4.4 Summary.
The aim has been to work out a general theory

of measurement and there by clarify the notions of measurable
object, standard unit, meas ing, and m 	 eaeasurent peculiar to
Special Relativity.

Measurement wa seen to be the technique by which
the scientist moves from the 4,scrietion of things as related to
our senses to the explanation • thines as related to one another.

Standard units w re conceived as measurable objects
that intrinsically stand on the :ame footing as other measurable
objects but conventionally are g ven a unique status to simplify
and systematize the formulation o the relations of things to
one another.

The definitions of easurable objects of various
kinds, the suandardization of their respective units, the rules
of measuring, and the nature of mea rement were seen to depend
on abstract presumptions and laws and , therefore, to be subject
to revision along with revisions of tie presuntbions and the laws.

This generic notion of easurement was then applied
to measurements of s-etial and tempora ,maenitudes.

A basic destinction was rawn between the experiential
conjugate, size, and the pure conjueate, length. The former is
correlative to our experience. The latt r is implicit in a
geometrical structure of definitions, nos ulates, and inferences.

The transition from Newtoni n to Einseeinian
physics is a transition from length, as ims icit in Euclidean
geometry, to length, as implicit in Minkows i space. It drops
invariant spatial snd temporal lengths. It 'ntroduces invariant
four-dimensional intervals with variable spr 'al and uemporal
components. Alile it grants no special sic7ni icance to reference
frames at nit rest, still it does imply a posi ion of privilege
for normal reference francs, in which spatial i enitudeschl
hive a zero temporal component and temporal ma itudes have a
zero spatial component. Thus an interval, A, which is a real
number, has the components [All, - Alla/c2] which b coma [A, 0]
in a normal reference frame; and an interval, icB, which is an
imaginaty number, has the components [ BHu, EH], whdch become
[0, B] in a normal reference frame. It is to be no ed that the
distinction between the spatial and the temporal is s sharp as

0
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4.4

Mieht I surrgest tb t on this showing, there vanishes
the arbitrary division of the worl of physics into rods and clocks
and, on the othor hand, all other 	 ,iects? Such arbitrariness
is noted and rocretted by Prof. Ein ein in his Autobiography
[Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scient st, ed, P.A.Schlipp, The
Library of Living Philosophers, New Yrk 1949 and.19510 p. 59].
I would seem to vanish inasmuch as p sics' is set the problem

fof accounting iii experienced extensio s and durations by
(inv,riantly mr ssed abstract txelation in tIle same manner as
it a counts DDT e perienced colds and ounds\i.and experiendvd

ii(	 phsnamena of heat 9nd electricitand in srnch s this prob m /
,

Y	 is met\by formulating hypotheses and by rifyi , them in	 '
the date of axneriei;ce, inasmuch Elnotio s of rnÒasurement \/
,firld rule's of measuring form part of\the h othesistm to be
verified \ _ .
It would Seem to vanish 1) inasmuch as phys cs is set the task
of assigning invariaotly expressed abstract elations to account
not only for experienced colors and sounds bu equally for
ex: erienced extensions and durations, 2) inasm eh as these
relations are reached by formulating and verif ing hypotheses,
3) inasmuch as notions of length and moasarernenF and the standardi-
zation of bnits form internal parts of the hypot sis to be
verified, Ot014 4) inasmuch as the hypothesis assie s the sane

11
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properties to lengths of standard units as to long hs of other
measurable objects, and 5) inasmuch as frames of re erence have

(\.) W 7,1
'\I

their units constituted, not by the si7es of rods a clocks,
but be their theoretically defined lengths.

Finally, it would seem that the forego ng account
of rods an. clocks in Special Relativitymitht easily e adanued
oo the requiremenos of General Relativity. In Gene,a1 elativity
there remains the invariant four-dimensional interval; here
remain its spatial and its temporal components; there re ains
the covariance of these components in different reference rames.
The basic differences are that the components now are curv inear
and that specifications of coordin,tes are not virtual meas rements
of distance ea, duration.
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